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Fedora Core 7 & Red Hat Enterprise Linux: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The Red Hat Linux and Fedora distributions have become one of the major Linux distributions, bringing to the PC all the power and flexibility of a Unix workstation as well as a complete set of Internet applications and a fully functional desktop interface. This book is designed not only to be a complete reference on Linux, but also to provide clear...
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Red Hat Linux Networking and System Administration (With CD-ROM)Red Hat, 2002
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Networking and System Administration
Reviewed by the experts at Red Hat, this in-depth guide delivers all the know-how you need to set up and manage a state-of-the-art Linux network.    

Red Hat Linux experts Terry Collings and Kurt Wall start with the basics—network planning and Red...
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Mastering Red Hat Linux 7Sybex, 2001
Join the Red Hat Revolution!
 Newly revised and updated, Mastering Red Hat Linux is the essential guide to the world's leading Linux distribution.  Inside, you'll find everything you need to know to install, configure, use, and optimize Red Hat Linux.  You'll even find the operating system itself-the Publisher's Edition of Red Hat Linux 7.1,...
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Tcl and Tk Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Tcl/Tk is enjoying a resurgence of popularity and interest in the computing community due to the fact that it is relatively easy to learn, powerful, fast, permits rapid development, and runs on all computing platforms. Until now, there has not been a guide book available that teaches Tcl/Tk to those with little or no programming experience....
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RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Study Guide Exam RH302 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
Like many in the Linux community, you’ve probably heard of the Red Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE) program and the related RHCE exam, both of which were created by Red Hat, Inc. You may have heard that the RHCE exam is challenging, or you may have heard that it is not. You may have heard that the exam is focused on Red Hat Linux and that...
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Hacking For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Welcome to Hacking For Dummies, 2nd Edition. This book outlines — in plain English — computer hacker tricks and techniques that you can use to assess the security of your own information systems, find security vulnerabilities, and fix the weaknesses before criminal hackers and rogue insiders have an opportunity to take advantage of...
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Linux Transfer for Windows Power Users: Getting Started with Linux for the DesktopHentzenwerke Publishing, 2004
Major Linux distributions such as Red Hat, Mandrake and SuSE, among others, have released mature, full-featured versions suitable for day to day use on an average computer user's day to day computer, including not only a complete operating system but also a Microsoft Office-compatible application suite and a plethora of additional tools...
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Seam Framework: Experience the Evolution of Java EE (2nd Edition) (JBoss Series)Prentice Hall, 2009
Fully Updated to Cover Major Enhancements to Seam 2.x
 

In Seam Framework, Second Edition, the authors of the leading guide to Seam programming have systematically updated their text to reflect the major improvements introduced...
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UNIX® Network Programming Volume 1, Third Edition: The Sockets Networking APIAddison Wesley, 2003
Everyone will want this book because it provides a great mix of practical  experience, historical perspective, and a depth of understanding that only comes  from being intimately involved in the field. I've already enjoyed and learned  from reading this book, and surely you will too."
-Sam Leffler

...
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Fedora 7 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
Welcome to Fedora 7 Unleashed! This book covers the free Linux distribution named Fedora and includes a fully functional and complete operating system produced by the Fedora Project, sponsored by Red Hat.
Fedora is directly descended from one of the most popular Linux distributions ever: Red Hat Linux. Those of you who know nothing...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of SecurityMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the single resource that defines—and illustrates—the rapidly evolving  world of computer and network security. The Microsoft Encyclopedia of  Security delivers more than 1000 cross-referenced entries detailing the  latest security-related technologies, standards, products, services, and  issues—including sources...
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Degunking LinuxParaglyph, 2005
Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux expertly shows readers...
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